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Abstract.
We present epitaxial structures made of twin nickel blocks with perpendicular

magnetic anisotropy separated by a copper layer which, for some values of this
interleaving layer, show domain structures with four levels of contrast in magnetic force
microscopy images. This manifold domain structure implies that the magnetization in
the Ni blocks, besides the parallel orientation, undergoes a non-collinear configuration
with respect to each other. To explain this result we consider a magnetoelastic domain
structure with M in the plane that can elude the clamping done by the substrate
with an average strain of -42 · 10−6 (≈ 70% of the bulk value). Thus, the out-of-plane
anisotropy is balanced and a biquadratic exchange coupling can stabilizes non-collinear
domain configurations between the Ni blocks.
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1. Introduction

The development of nanostructures including layers with perpendicular magnetic

anisotropy has allowed keeping the pace of increasing the areal density in recording

media [1]. These kind of layers aim to improve the performance of spintronic devices

like planar nanowires [2] and nanopillar spin valves [3] since reducing the critical current

for spin-transfer switching in these kind of systems appears to be more feasible than in

layers with in-plane anisotropy. Patterned media for magnetic recording improves areal

density by reducing the bit boundary noise of granular films, and, possibly, by means

of multiple storage states [4]. Using this strategy 2n available states can be achieved,

where n is the number of magnetic blocks, by using layers with different values of the

effective perpendicular magnetic anisotropy constant Keff .

Most of these studies have been done in structures where the magnetic layers with

perpendicular anisotropy are made of Co/Pt or Co/Pd blocks, and interleaving layers

suitable for large antiferromagnetic coupling, Ru [5, 6, 7, 8] or NiO [9, 10, 11]. The

balance between interlayer interactions, namely magnetostatic and exchange coupling,

dictates the domain configuration formed of these metastable states and tunning the

oscillating exchange coupling can satisfactory stabilize remanent states [12]. A further

step is the use of blocks with competing magnetic anisotropies (easy axis perpendicular

to the surface and in the film plane) to obtain artificial magnetic structures with non-

collinear and not orthogonal magnetic configurations[13].

A common factor of these structures is that a tiny difference in the energy, tuned

by choosing structural parameters, can be favored by a small magnetic field, resulting in

a remarkable change of the magnetic configuration, therefore high order contributions

to the total magnetic energy may be important to explain the magnetic state.

Here we present magnetic force microscopy images in structures in which a

copper block separates two twin nickel layers with out-of-plane magnetization due to a

magnetoelastic (ME) effect. We observe that the number of levels of the MFM signal

changes with the thickness of the copper block, and images with two, tree and up

to four stable states are reported. Whereas the images with two and three levels are

explained as result of dipolar and lineal exchange interaction that keep the magnetization

in each Ni block perpendicular to the film plane but parallel or anti-parallel to each

other, the fourfold contrast suggests the presence of domain structures with in-plane

components of M in the Ni blocks. The stability of these four states is explained

as a result of the existence of a biquadratic exchange coupling and the formation of

magnetoelastic domains that elude the clamping done by the buffer layer. Thus, the

metastable deformation of the nickel lattice in each domain is able to balance the

perpendicular anisotropy and the biquadratic exchange interaction stabilizes the non

collinear structure.
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Figure 1. Detail of the M-H loops with H perpendicular to the plane (thick lines)
for structures Ni(3 nm)/Cu(tCu)/Ni(3 nm) with tCu (a) 3.5 nm, (b) 4 nm, (c) 4.5 nm
and (d) 6 nm. In panel (a) a minor loop is also shown (dashed line). M-H loops with
H along the film plane are also shown (thin line) for the remaining structures. The
grey area in panel (c) is used to estimate the strength of the biquadratic exchange
contribution (see text).

2. Experiment

Epitaxial Cu (5nm)/Ni (3nm)/Cu (100 nm) and Cu (5nm)/Ni (3nm)/Cu (tCu)/Ni

(3nm)/Cu (100 nm) films with tCu = 3.5 nm, 4 nm, 4.5 nm and 6 nm were grown

on Si (001) wafers at room temperature by electron-beam evaporation in a chamber

with a base pressure below 2 x 10−10 Torr, using a procedure reported elsewhere[14].

Hysteresis loops and domain images of the samples were taken at room temperature

using a vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) and a magnetic force microscope (MFM),

respectively. Plane scans at constant average height from the sample surface are used

to obtain the MFM images presented here. The short distance forces that produce the

topographic profile can be minimized by adjusting the sample-tip distance, while the

long distance magnetic force can still be detected in this configuration, greatly reducing

the distortion of the domain structure that may happen in the more usual retrace mode.
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3. Results and Discussion

Figure 1 displays hysteresis loops for double films with the magnetic field H applied

parallel (thin continuous line) and perpendicular to the film plane (thick continuous

line). The remanent magnetization Mr is close to one for all the M-H loops with

H perpendicular to the plane as expected for a loop taken along an easy direction;

meanwhile the in-plane loops display no significant values for Mr. These findings

indicate the presence of an effective magnetic anisotropy perpendicular to the film,

being the value of Keff about 90 kJ/m3 for all the films presented in this work [14].

The sharp change in the value of M at the value of the coercive field Hc indicates that

the inversion of M proceeds with the propagation of domain walls previously nucleated.

For the structures with tCu = 3.5 nm and 4.5 nm a plateau is observed during the

inversion of the magnetization that, on the contrary, is absent for the structures with

tCu = 4 nm and 6 nm.

The absence of a plateau in the M-H loop for the structure with tCu= 4 nm, between

3.5 and 4.5 nm, suggests that the features around Hc can be due to the presence of

a oscillating interaction such as the interlayer exchange coupling (both bilinear and

biquadratic). Nevertheless, the minor M-H loop, see dashed line in figure 1(a), done

after saturating the sample in a positive H and applying a negative field of -185 Oe,

shows a marginal shift, ≈ 10 Oe, suggesting a small value of a bilinear exchange coupling,

as could be expected for structures with interleaving copper layers larger than 3 nm [15].

The in-plane M-H loops does not show anomalies related to the plateaus observed in

the hysteresis loops taken with H perpendicular to the plane [see figure 1(b)-(d)].

The MFM technique is useful in the study of the magnetism in double films with

perpendicular magnetization because it has revealed parallel (P) and antiparallel (AP)

orientation of M between blocks [16]. Figure 2 shows images taken in the virgin state

on the structures with tCu = 4, 4.5 and 6 nm, and a 3 nm thick film. The structures

with tCu = 4 [figure 2(a)] and 4.5 nm [figure 2(b)] show three and four levels in the

contrast as shown the profile [figure 2(e)] taken along the white line in figure 2(a)

and the histograms shown in figure 2(f). Notice that by taking the histograms on the

areas marked in figure 2(b) up to four well defined peaks can be identified in the region

delimited by a straight line by only two peaks if the selected area is the dashed rectangle.

For the remaining structures [figure 2(c) and (d)] two hues are observed in the images,

although the observation of two well defined peaks in the histograms taken on the MFM

images depend on the signal to noise ratio [figure 2(g) and (h)].

We note that these domain structures are unstable, being the stray field from the

tip enough to modify the domain structures observed in figure 2. For the samples

with tCu = 4 and 6 nm and for the Ni thin film, the magnetic tip erases completely

the domain structure in such a way that no contrast is observed after a few scans.

This situation is different for the structure with tCu = 4.5 nm. Figure 3(a) and (b)

illustrate how a two states domain structure is obtained after the extreme hues areas

turn into areas with the two intermediate hues due to the magnetic field from the tip.
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Figure 2. Magnetic force microscopy images taken on Ni(3)/Cu(tCu)/Ni(3) double
films with tCu (a) 4 nm; (b) 4.5 nm (c) 6 nm and (d) a 3 nm thick Ni film, (e)profiles
taken on image (a). (f-h) Histograms taken on the MFM images except for panel
(f) where the continuous and dashed histograms correspond, respectively to the areas
marked with continuous and dashed lines on image (b).
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Enlarging the scan area to image untouched regions shows again the extreme contrast

lost in the repeatedly scanned area, see figure 3(c). Note that while the white or black

regions tend to disappear during the scanning, areas and bubbles with intermediate

colors remain stable: see how the white bubble in figure 3(a) has disappeared in figure

3(b) (white ellipse) and the inverted U domain in figure 3(b) and 3(c) initially included

the two extreme colors [see figure 3(a)]. Profiles taken along scan lines [see figure 3(d),

continuous line] and histogram [figure 2(f), continuous line] show up to four levels or

peaks if they include virgin areas and only two peaks if they are done in the scanned

area [see figure 3(d), dashed line]. The domain structure achieved after the perturbation

carried out by the tip has a signal that is in between the extremal values observed in

the virgin state. The signal has maxima and minima at about 1.5 and -1.5 and the

intermediate signal values are around 0.6 and -0.6 [see arrows in figure 3(d)]. The

persistence of metastable states seems to be associated with the hysteresis loop [see

figure 1], since similar images, showing four states, have been taken for the tCu = 3.5

nm structure.

Domain configurations have been explained by means of a magnetic state where

the magnetization vector of the top and bottom Ni blocks, namely mtop and mbot, are

consider homogeneous along the normal direction because the nickel thickness is smaller

than the nickel exchange length(
√

A/K ≈ 10 nm, with A = 10−11 J/m and K = 90

kJ/m3). For MFM images with three hues mtop and mbot are always perpendicular to the

plane but may be parallel or antiparallel to each other. For the latter configuration the

up-down or down-up domains provides the same contrast in the MFM image, because

the dipolar field coming from the two AP configurations is much smaller (1/100 for

scan distances in the range of 50-100 nm) than that coming from double films with P

orientation [16] or from structures with an odd number of AP blocks [7].

For structures with tCu= 3.5 and 4.5 nm, assigning to mtop and mbot an orientation

perpendicular to the plane and parallel to each other will produce domains with extreme

signal (± 1.5), while a non collinear distribution with a net perpendicular component

could explain the intermediate signals (± 0.6), see sketchs in figure 4(a). Nevertheless,

the actual orientation of mtop and mbot can not be established, due to the dependence

of the magnetic signal with the lateral dimension of the domain structure [17], smaller

domains giving rise to a larger signal; and due to the screening of the perpendicular

field of the bottom block by a non perpendicular upper magnetic block.

The AP configuration is the result of a competition between antiferromagnetic

exchange coupling and the dipolar interaction [6, 10, 18] or the result of two uncoupled

films with different coercive field. We discard the latter consideration because the

structure with the larger value of tCu inverts M almost completely at the coercive field

value. Therefore, the observation of images with larger number of levels in double films

suggests the presence of structures where mtop and mbot no longer are perpendicular to

the plane and therefore additional magnetic contributions in the energy balance.
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Figure 3. (a)-(c)MFM images taken on Ni(3)/Cu(4.5)/Ni(3) double film on similar
areas. (d) Profiles taken on image (c)

4. Model

In order to explain the manifold contrast observed in the MFM images we consider the

relevant contributions to the energy density emag that determine the orientation of M in

the Ni blocks. It is well established that including in emag the magnetostatic energy ems

term, an out-of-plane magnetic anisotropy Ksin2θ (θ is the angle between M and the

film normal) and the domain wall energy, the lowest energy domain structure consists

in regions with AP magnetization pointing perpendicularly to the plane, as is observed

in Cu/Ni/Cu thin films [19]. Including an interleaving block between the magnetic

blocks has required the presence of a bilinear exchange term in the magnetic energy,

-J1mtopmbot, (J1 is the bilinear exchange constant) to explain the contrast in MFM

images taken in Co/(Pt,Pd)/Ru based multilayers. In these films with AP orientation
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Figure 4. (a) Sketch of domain configurations that can provide 4 levels in the MFM
signal. The parallel domains provide the extremal values while the domains forming 90
degrees provide two intermediate levels. The configuration on the left panel minimizes
the dipolar coupling between the nickel blocks. (b) Sketch of the tetragonal distortion
of a cubic material and the resulting lattices parameters. The values of c and a1

are particularized for a irreducible tetragonal magnetostrictive deformation with value
λ100.(c) Stress distribution for a film with a 90o domain wall, the thick arrows stand
for the magnetization or electric polarization vector. The small arrows indicate the
in-plane stress component at a section of the film within each domain for a material
with negative magnetostriction.

of mtop and mbot, the observed contrast has been attributed to the domain wall shape

[7]. A biquadratic term, -J2(mtopmbot)
2, where J2 is the biquadratic exchange coupling

constant [20] favors a 90o angle φ between mtop and mbot. Thus competing interactions

require, to find the equilibrium configuration, minimizing the total energy per block:

emag/tNi = ems/tNi + Ksin2θ/tNi − J1mtopmbot − J2(mtopmbot)
2 (1)

An estimation of the value of J2 required to obtain angles of φ=90o can be obtained

assuming first that the biquadratic exchange contribution is able to balance the magnetic
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anisotropy, secondly that ems is the value for a single domain (≈ (1/2)µ0M
2cos2θ), and

finally that J1 is small. This gives J2 ≈ -0.14 mJ/m2, a very large value considering

the range of thicknesses of copper for which the presence of noncollinear structure is

proposed, tCu ≈ 3.5 - 4.5 nm, and that typical values for |J2| ranges between 0.01 - 0.1

mJ/m2, being the larger values found at thicknesses of the interlayer block no larger

than 1 nm [21].

Noting that the image with up to four different levels of the MFM signal is observed

as a metastable state since it is modified by the application of magnetic field, we consider

the modification of the energy emag arisen from a configuration of magnetic domains.

Since the elastic and magnetoelastic energies are the most relevant contributions to

understand the magnetic configuration in the Ni layers, we analyze the variation of these

contributions if M would lie in the basal plane inducing a tetragonal magnetostrictive

distortion in the magnetic domains, see figure 4(b), with the domains forming 90o domain

walls, figure 4(c). This mechanism is similar to the twin related domain formation

that releases the elastic energy in tetragonally strained ferroelectric and ferroelastic

epitaxial films [22], by the formation of structures of domains with the c axis of the

tetragonal domain related to neighbor domains by a rotation of 90 degrees. This

mechanism has been suggested to explain the domain configuration in magnetostrictive

Co50Fe50/Co80B20 films [23] and the magnetic order in Dy films (a crystal with hcp

structure) grown on top of non-magnetic Y-Lu films [24]. These magnetoleastic domain

structures gives rise to a in-plane strain distribution that was observed in Dy/Lu

superlattices by the measuring of a three-fold splitting in the diffraction peaks due

to domains with M pointing along the six in-plane easy directions [25].

In all the cases the domain pattering consists in volumes with alternating orientation

of the magnetization or the polarization vector that due to the stress state associated

with the M or P alternate compression and tension states inside each domain [see figure

4(c)]. Because the boundary for the in-plane lattice parameter imposed by the seed layer

has to be fulfilled it has been suggested that the relaxation on the strained film can take

place first at the domain boundaries that act as displacement dampers [22] and through

the generation of anisotropic networks of linear densities of misfit dislocation [26].

The epitaxial strain in the film due to the energy balance between elastic and plastic

contributions to the total energy is taken as reference. The thickness of the Cu seed layer,

tseed, much larger than that value for Ni blocks, indicates that homogeneous stresses in

the nickel layer have a negligible effect on the system because their weight on the total

energy goes with a factor tNi/(tNi+tseed). Thus, we evaluate the variation of the elastic

density energy if the magnetostrictive strain is allowed to exist in the Ni film by the

formation of a set of i domains, each one with a volume v i and with M in the plane along

<10> directions, see figure 4(c). Inside each domain, to the epitaxial strain components

ε0
jk (with j, k = x, y, z defined along the <100> directions) the magnetostrictive

deformations εme
jk are added, getting for the strain components εjk = ε0

jk + εme
jk . Taking

the expression of the elastic energy for a crystal with cubic symmetry, inserting the

strain components εjk, keeping only contributions linear in the magnetostrictive strain,
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and considering that the nickel blocks are under a biaxial strain with the stress σzz=0,

we have that ε0
xx = ε0

xx = ε0; ε0
zz = −(2c12/c11)ε

0; ε0
xy = ε0

yz = ε0
zx =0, where c11 and

c12 are elastic constants, the next equation is obtained for the energy released in each

domain:

∆ei = (εme
xx + εme

yy )ε0

[
(c11 + c12) − 2

c2
12

c11

]
(2)

Note that the more usual magneto-elastic corrections effects, that go with (εme
jj )2,

result negligible compared with the terms of Equation (2) due to the strong internal

deformation, ε0 that for our films is ε0 ≈ 2.1 10−2 [14], while εme
ii ∼-6 10−5 [27].

The relationship between magnetostrictive strain εme, irreducible deformations of

the cubic lattice, orientation of M and the measurement direction is,

εme(α, β) = (3/2)λ100[α
2
xβ

2
x + α2

yβ
2
y + α2

zβ
2
z − (1/3)] +

3λ111(αxαyβxβy + αyαzβyβz + αzαxβzβx) (3)

where the α
′
i correspond to the cosines of M, the β

′
i to the cosines of the measurement

direction and λ100 and λ111 are the magnetostriction cubic coefficients that stand,

respectively, for the tetragonal and rhombohedral distortions of the cubic lattice.

If M is along the <10> in-plane direction, we obtain, respectively, for the strain

components parallel and transversal to M εme
10 = λ100 and εme

01 = −λ100/2, getting for

∆ei=(1/2)ε0Cλ100,i, where C includes the elastic constants combination in the braket of

Equation (2). The total variation of the density energy is evaluated as a sum over the i

domains with fraction volume vi in which the film is divided: ∆e =
∑

i vi∆ei. Defining

the average value of λ100 as 〈λ100〉 =
∑

i(1/2)λ100,ivi, the expression ∆e=(1/2)ε0C 〈λ100〉
is obtained.

For the Ni/Cu system ∆e release energy (∆e <0), since ε0 ≈0.021 [14], and λ100

is negative [27]. If ∆e were able to keep one of the magnetic layers with the domains

in the film plane, it should overcome Keff ≈ 90 103 J/m3. The value of 〈λ100〉 in the

film in order to release enough elastic energy to match Keff is ≈ -42 10−6 (with c11 =

2.5 1011 J/m3 and c12 = 1.6 1011 J/m3 [28]), a value clearly smaller than the bulk λ100

(-60 10−6 [27]) and three orders of magnitude smaller than ε0. This calculation indicates

that this configuration would balance the out-of-plane magnetic anisotropy because it

is compatible with the reported values for λ100. Thus, beside domain configuration with

mtop and mbot perpendicular to the plane, either parallel or antiparallel to each other

that can explain the MFM images for the structures with tCu = 6 and 4nm, respectively,

more sophisticated structures of domains with canted orientation of the magnetization

with in-plane and out of plane components of M would be also possible if the coupling

between the Ni blocks favors a non co-lineal orientation of mtop and mbot.

We stress that when M is uniform the copper lattice clamps the nickel lattice to

a certain value due to the energy balance between elastic and plastic contributions to

the film total energy. Only during a process of inversion of the M the proposed domain

configuration could take place. Thus, in a scenario where the perpendicular anisotropy

is compensated by the formation of magnetoelastic domains, second order interactions
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favoring non-collinear states are required to stabilize the multilevel domain patterns

proposed in figure 4(a). The biquadratic exchange interaction that favors a orientation

of 90 degrees between mtop and mbot, even being small in absolute value, could play the

capital role of stabilizing non-collinear structures and be responsible for the plateaux

observed in the MH loops since additional Zeman energy, supplied by increasing the

magnetic field, is needed to unlock the non-collinear state. In order to estimate the

strength of J2 we consider that the energy associated to the area A in the M-H loops

due to the presence of plateaux [see figure 1(c)] can be assigned to the biquadratic term,

and A = −J2(mtopmbot)
2/tNi, getting J2 ≈-0.005 mJ/m2, a reasonable value for this

kind of interaction.

5. Summary

Magnetic structures with four well defined values have been observed by magnetic force

microscopy in twin nickel blocks with an interleaving copper layer. This structure is

explained as the result of a domain configuration that includes magnetoelastic domains

with in-plane components and biquadratic exchange coupling. We note that engineering

layers with metastable domain configurations based on the strain state of the magnetic

film makes this kind of materials suitable to be used in conjunction with piezoelectric

materials that modify their dimensions by means of an electric field and, therefore, the

strain state and the ME anisotropy energy in the magnetic film.
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